CONTI+ wall mounted faucets
Sustainable | Hygienic | Safe | Smart

CONTI+ lino
Surface mounted wall faucet in three versions
The proven K series of electronic CONTI+ lino surface mounted wall faucets offers
versatile solutions in robust stainless steel. With spouts of 172 mm and 220 mm,
there are many options right from the design stage. Thanks to the germ-inhibiting materials, the hygienic triggering of the water flow made possible by the
touch-free IR sensor and the demand-dependent sanitary rinse with adjustable
rinsing intervals, these wall mounted faucets are particularly suitable for public,
semi-public and commercial washrooms as well as medical facilities.
The three versions of the CONTI+ lino K series surface mounted wall faucets offer
the following functions:

CONTI+ lino K20 (surface mounted)
• touch-free, electronically controlled
• with IR sensor/without temperature control
• with Click function key
• "Temporary off" & "continuous on" functions
• adjustable sanitary rinse
• Battery or mains power
• compatible with CNX water management system
CONTI+ lino K10 (surface mounted)
• touch-free, electronically controlled
• with IR sensor/with temperature control
• with Click or Click-Plus function key
• "Temporary off" & "continuous on" functions
• adjustable sanitary rinse
• Battery or concealed mains receiver
• compatible with CNX water management system
CONTI+ lino K30 (surface mounted)
• touch-free, electronically controlled
• with IR sensor
• with temperature control/with thermostat
• with Click or Click-Plus function key
• "Temporary off" & "continuous on" functions
• adjustable sanitary rinse
• Anti-scalding protection
• Battery or concealed mains receiver
• compatible with CNX water management system
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The faucets can be mounted to the wall by means of a mounting frame. This also
offers easy access for maintenance and servicing, as it enables the fitting to be
simply tilted forward.

HYGIENIC & SAFE
Thermostat with IR sensor
CONTI+ offers you hygienic solutions made of
chrome plated brass that are particularly suitable for sanitary sectors with the most stringent
hygiene standards. With electronic faucets and
washroom equipment from CONTI+, facilities
such as hospitals, teaching hospitals, retirement
homes and nursing homes, as well as food processing establishments, are ideally equipped.
The anti-scalding protection also offers additional safety.

W35 (surface mounted)
Spout: 200 mm/260 mm

W45 (surface mounted)
Spout: 200 mm/260 mm

CONTI+ lino WV35/W45 (surface mounted)
• touch-free, electronically controlled
• with IR sensor and thermostat
• with touch-free start/stop function (W45)
• with anti-scalding protection
• "Temporary off" & "continuous on" functions
• adjustable sanitary rinse
• Battery
• Chrome plated

PARTICULARLY ROBUST
CONTI+ CONBASE surface mounted wall faucet
The latest electronic CONBASE surface mounted wall faucet is touch-free, quick and
easy to install, functional and unbeatably robust. Its versatility means that it can be
installed in all kinds of rooms. The stainless steel body with rounded edges is easy
to clean and vandal-proof.
The CONTI+ CONBASE is suitable for connecting cold or premixed water, with the
option of connection from behind or above. No separate mounting system is needed. Instead, a mounting bracket is used for fast installation and easy accessibility.
At the forefront of technology – thanks to an integral sanitary rinse and possibility of
integration into the CONTI+ CNX water management system. The IR sensor offers
eight different, continuously self-calibrating ranges and can be operated via battery
or mains supply. Running costs are reduced thanks to the universal CONTI+ ROBUST
solenoid valve, which is also used in all CONTI+ faucets and therefore simplifies the
supply of spare parts. The integral Click function key enables quick and easy programming of the CONTI+ CONBASE without needing to remove the body.

Hygienic
Reduction in bacterial growth through use of
germ-inhibiting materials – and touch-free operation
Vandal protection
Reliable operation and protection against vandalism are ensured by robust materials, as well as the
hydraulic components integrated into the faucet
and the position of the aerator

SAFE & ROBUST STAINLESS STEEL
SURFACE MOUNTED WALL FAUCET
Connection from above
Fast, straightforward
1/2" threaded fitting for pipes
Connection from behind
Easy surface mounting and 1/2"
threaded fitting without
additional wall installation box

Robust body
Body made entirely of hygienic,
robust and vandal-proof stainless steel

Features
Spout available
in two different
lengths and materials
(stainless steel or
chrome plated brass)
Hygienic
Germ-inhibiting
materials and
touch-free operation

Touch-free
Touch-free and safe
operation, reliable
triggering of the water
flow via IR sensor with
eight different ranges

Power supply options
Battery – can be used without
further extensive electrical work
12 V/DC mains supply – for fast, easy integration 		
into the CONTI+ CNX water management system

HYGIENIC & SAFE
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Safety & cleaning
Rounded edges to prevent
vandalism and injury, and to
avoid creating dirt traps around
edges for ease of cleaning

OPTIONS

Demand-dependent sanitary rinse
triggered at intervals to ensure drinking water hygiene.

Spout colour: Chrome
Spout length: 100 mm/225 mm
Body:
Brass

Possibility of easy and intuitive integration into the CONTI+ CNX water
management system. Extra functions,
such as thermal disinfection.

Spout colour: Stainless steel
Spout length: 100 mm
Body:
Brass

CONTI+ CONGENIAL
Surface mounted multiple washing station
CONGENIAL multiple washing stations form a perfect combination with wash
troughs. These multiple washing stations with piezo pushbuttons make an excellent choice for commercial, public and semi-public applications. They are available in versions for two or three washing stations with a robust stainless steel
body, and directly installed and piped thermostatic washing station faucets.
The functions of CONGENIAL multiple washing stations include adjustable water
running times, demand-dependent sanitary rinse triggered at intervals and thermal disinfection. The universal CONTI+ ROBUST solenoid valve ensures functional
reliability, whilst also reducing running costs with regard to spare parts storage,
as the same solenoid valve is used in all faucets.
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CONTI+ CONGENIAL multiple washing station
• electronically controlled – mains supply
• water flow triggered via piezo pushbutton 		
with start/stop function
• with thermostat for temperature selection
• safety: anti-scalding protection
• Sanitary rinse, adjustable via piezo pushbutton
• water runtime setting
• possibility of integration into the CONTI+ 			
CNX water management system
• thermal disinfection (CNX)
• cleaning stop (CNX)
• brushed stainless steel
• special solutions on request

CONGENIAL SET
Complete wall mounted washing station
Ensure consistent quality with the entire washing
station from a single source. With our matching, custom-made and coordinated products, a
CONTI+ multiple washing station set is the perfect solution.

CONTI+ also offers two spout lengths for the
CONTI+ multiple washing station so that washrooms can be designed to best suit the particular circumstances. The spouts are available in
lengths of 235 mm or 285 mm and are chrome
plated.

Reliable & innovative
For over 45 years, the CONTI+ brand has
been recognised for flexible and holistic
shower room and washroom solutions
for public, semi-public and commercial
environments as well as the health sector.
Known for its innovative technology
and high grade materials, the brand has
gained a reputation for unfailing quality.
With a wide-ranging product portfolio
and many years of experience creating
custom designs, CONTI+ is now widely
recognised among design engineers and
architects for its valuable contribution
to their projects. Every last detail is contemplated when developing tailor-made
products, resulting in smart, individual
solutions to suit a plethora of applications
and equipment. The choice of shower and washbasin fittings encompasses
a variety of colours and finishes as well
as options for surface or flush mounting.
Naturally sustainability, hygiene and reliability are prime considerations in the development of all products.
Thanks to its dependable quality and
innovative technology, CONTI+ has
remained a trusted brand throughout
the world for over 45 years.
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